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ABSTRACT

The relevance of compact hyperbolic manifolds in the context of

Kaluza-Klein t h e o r i e s i s d iscussed. Examples of spontaneous compactif ieat ion

on hyperbol ic manifolds including d dimensional (d > 8) Einstein-Yang-Mills

g rav i ty and 11-dimensional supergravi ty are considered. Some mathematical

fac t s about hyperbolic manifolds e s s e n t i a l for the physical content of the

theory are b r i e f l y summarized. Hon-linear cr-models based on hyperbolic

manifolds are discussed.
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Eecent lyj a remarkable success was achieved in the cons t ruc t ion of

a l l i n t e r a c t i o n s in the super s t r ing approach in ten-dimensional space-time [ l ] .

To explain the observable picture of particles in the four-dimensional voria

i t is important to understand the spontaneous compactification of the

ten-aimensional theory (for a review of spontaneous compactification see

Refs.[2]). Usually i t is assumed that the high-dimensional world is a
d h d-Uproduct of the form M = M x B , where B is a compact manifold or a

noncompact one with a finite volume [3,1+1 , moreover B is usually assumed

to be a Riemannian manifold of positive curvature. Riemannian manifolds of

negative curvature were not considered as internal spaces. Apparently, the

reason for this lack of attention is that any complete manifold of positive

curvature is a compact one, while the simplest hyperbolic manifold namely

the Lobachevski space is a non-compact one and has an infinite volume (a

realization of the Lobachevski space is the mass-shell hyperboloid in

Minkowski space). However, compact manifolds of negative curvature do

exist and there ia a remarkable mathematical theory of compact manifolds of

constant negative curvature (hyperbolic manifolds). Another reason that

hyperbolic manifolds were not considered in Kaluza-Klein theories is that

the vacuum configurations for the matter fields discussed in the literature

lead only to manifolds of non-negative curvature. '

In this paper i t will be shown that manifolds of negative curvature

do appear in Kaluza-Klein theories under some rather general conditions.

The relevance of compact hyperbolic manifolds In the context of Kaluza-Klein

theories was recently pointed out in Ref.[5]. Here we shall consider examples

of spontaneous compactification on hyperbolic manifolds including

eleven-dimensional supergravity and 7-dimensional gauged supergravity. As

i t was mentioned in Ref.[6] the hyperbolic manifolds appear as a rule as a

solution of the Einstein equations in the Kaluza-Klein theories with extra

compactified time-like variables. The hypothesis of the existence of extra

time-like variables Tas suggested in Ref.[7]. About the hyperbolic manifold

in the ten-dimensional e f fec t ive theory of s u p e r s t r i g see R e f . [ 6 ] ,

The observable particles in Kaluza-Klein theories in the leading

approximation are massless particles living in a four-dimensional world and

their number is determined by the number of zero-modes of Invariant operators

like the Hodge de Rham operator,, Dirac operator, etc. on the manifold B,

*} A very interesting mechanism of dimensional reduction induced by non-linear

a-model based on the hyperbolic coset space H2 = SU(1,1)/U(1) was considered

by Gell-Mann and Zweibach [k]. The u-raodel can curl upjtwo spatial dimensions

into a non-compact positively curved surface of finite area, the "teardrop".
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From this point of view compact hyperbolic manifolds have very attractive

properties. As it is well known, the Dirac operator on manifold with positive

curvature has no zero modes for the fields with spin equal 1/2 (Lichnerowicz's

theorem), so the corresponding particles are non-observable [2], For hyperbolic

manifolds this difficulty is overcome.

In the papers of Wetterich and Uieolai[3] and (Jell-Mann and Zweibach[l(]

it was suggested to use a non-compact manifold of positive curvature with

finite volume as internal space B. Let us mention that non-compact hyperbolic

manifolds with finite volume do exist. For example, the 2-manifold of the

form H /r have a finite volume if and only if r is the Fuchsian group of the

first type [7].

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we point out some

general conditions under which hyperbolic manifolds may appear in the

Kaluza-Klein theories. In Sec. Ill the geometrical construction of the

compact hyperbolic manifolds is summarized. In this section we concentrate on

those properties of the manifolds which are essential to determine the physical

content of the theories. In Sec. IV particular examples of higher-dimensional

theories which lead to compactification on compact hyperbolic manifolds are

presented. We end up with a brief discussion of non-linear o-models on

hyperbolic manifolds (Gee. V).

II . STRUCTURES OF EXTRA SPACE AND SPACE-TIME

The general mechanism of the appearance of hyperbolic manifold as a

' s o l u t i o n of the E ins te in equations can be understood in the following way.

Let us assume tha t the s t r e s s tensor for matter f i e l d T,

solu t ion has the form m
for a vacuum

(1)

where u, V = 0,1,2,3,5,..-r; a,b = l,...d-r. This is a very strong

restriction, but various ways of obtaining these equations have been found.

Among them the Freund-Rubin ansatz, monopole and instanton mechanism,

embedding the Yang-Mills connection into spin connection, some particular

mechanism for gravity coupled to non-linear o-model, [2-5].

Md =

with

In these cases the classical vacuum is a product of two Einstein spaces,

x Br

(2)

(3 )

Conditions (l) usually hold when the matter fields are non-zero only on B •

Assuming that M is anti-de-Sitter (adS)-like or that the stress

tensor satisfies the weak energy condition (sae[9l) one obtains that E has

to be an Einstein space of positive curvature (c^ > 0). Thus the question

arises how a hyperbolic space can appear as an internal space, if under the

above physically reasonable conditions we always get that the space B

ought to be an Einstein space of positive curvature. The answer is that the

following possibility exists. We consider M in the form of a product of

two Einstein spaces (a four-dimensional space and a (d-r-1*) dimensional one):

Hd"r = ^ xJ}^-1* instead of Md"r = adSd" r . In the case of Md"r = Mk x^" 1 -* 1

we obtain that*/? ~ ~ should be an Einstein space of negative curvature. So,

it is possible to get a hyperbolic space as a portion of the internal space.

It is essential to point out that in this case extra dimensions are

consistent with but do not imply compactIfication. One can believe that the

contribution to the functional integral from non-compact hyperbolic manifolds

are suppressed.

Another possibility of appearance of hyperbolic manifolds In the Kaluza-

Klein theories arises as i t was mentioned in the Introduction when one Introduces

extra time-like variables.

III. HYPERBOLIC MAUIFOLDS

In this section we shall present a brief review of some mathematical

facts about compact hyperbolic manifolds (for more details the reader is

referred to [9-20]), The spaces of constant Riemannian curvature K such

that K > 0, K < 0 and K = 0 are locally the Hiemann spherical space,

Lobachevski space Hn, and Euclidean space Irrespectively. Let us recall

the definition of hyperbolic space H ,

-3-
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f*+i > t >O'J
M" is Minkowski space with the signature (- +.. .+). More precisely, the

following theorem (Killing, Hopf) is true. A complete connected Riemannian

n-manifold of constant curvature K and of dimension n i £ is isometric

to a quotient Sn/T with r CO(n+l) if K > 0, En/r with r c E(n) if K=0,

fi^/r with T C 0 ( 1 , D ] if K < 0 where r acts freely ( i .e . without fixed points)

and properly discontinuously ( i .e . r is discrete) [ l l ,12].

Let us start with the more simpler case of two-manifolds. Any

two-dimensional manifold in E can be locally described by the equation

z = f(x,y). Then the curvature is given in the formula

The positivity of the curvature means that for any point the surface is

locally on one side of the tangent plane (Fig. l a ) . If the curvature is

negative then the surface lies part on one side and part on the other side

of the tangent place in the neighbourhood of a point (Fig. I t ) .

2
One cannot visualise the hyperbolic plane H in the same way that

one visualises the sphere S because H cannot be isometrieally embedded

E with a saddle pointin E but locally it is isometric to a surface in

at every point . An example is the one sheet hyperboloid, shown in Fig. lc.

This surface clearly has a saddle point at every point. However, this

surface is not simply connected. Let us mention that the two-dimensional

torus also cannot be isometrieally embedded in E . Indeed, taking a square

sheet of paper and gluing the two opposite sides (Fig.2) we immediately notice

that the opposite circles A and B in Fig, 2 cannot be glued unless our

square is from ductile material.

2
As a model of H we consider the upper half-plane

H^ = {(x.y)feR2, y > 0} and the metric ds2 = i- (ax
2 + d y

2 ) _ T o understand

2 Y2 2

the geometry of H we need to know which curves on H are geodesies.
2

Every geodesic in H is a vertical straight line or a semi-circle centred on

the x-axis. As for E y any pair of points in H lies on a unique geodesic

and two distinct geodesies meet in at most one point. The essential difference

form E is that given a geodesic W in H and a point x not on

-5-

there are infinitely many geodesies through x which do not meet Wc(Fig.3).

While for given geodesic j i in E and a point y not on JB there i s only

one geodesic through y which does not meet ~P'

Let us consider triangles in H with geodesic edges. The area of a

triangle with angles a, g, y is IT -(a + B + y). (As compared to the

Euclidean situation, where specifying the three angles of a triangle in E
p

one cannot determine its area. For triangles in S the area is (a + g + y)-it)-

2 2
There are two kinds of isoraetry of H . One is a reflection of P+

2
with respect to a vertical straight line and the second is inversion of P+ in

a semicircle of a radius r centred at a point x, on the x-axis. It is

possible to prove that the full isometry group of H is generated by these

isonetries and i t is a three parameter group[ll,12]. To specialize any

isometric transformation of H i t is sufficient to define the transformation

of arbitrary two points in R+ (this transformation is described by 3 parameter?

since the distance between the points is conserved).

Let us describe the simplest example of compact hyperbolic 2-manifold.

Let X be a regular octagon in H with a l l angles ir/k as-shown in Fig.!*.

The distance between the points A and B is the same as the distance

between D and C, so we can specialize the isometry a of H by the

requirement that

a(A) = D, a(B) = C

2
and we of course have a(AB) =

such that

Let B, Y and S be the isometry of H

B(BC) = ED, Y(EF) = HG, S(FG) » AH

(see Fig. i i ) .

I t is easy to prove that the group of isometries r of H generated

by a, 6, Y a n d fi i s discrete and has X as a fundamental region. (For any

group G acting on a space M, one defines a fundamental region for G to be

a closed subset x of M such that: 1) UgX = M; 2) X 0 gX = ^ for al l

non-trivial elements g in G, where X is the interior X)(See [8,10,12])." The

quotient H /r can be obtained from X by identifying the pairs of points

identified by a, (3, Y and i. If T is a discrete group of isometrics of H

and acts freely on H then H /V inherits a natural metric such that the

2 2
projection H •+ H /T is local isometry. The construction of compact

2
hyperbolic manifold H IT is analogous to common construction of a 2-torus

as a quotient E IV. Taking a square in E and considering the isometries

-6-



of E 2 such that a(AB) = D C , S(A]]) = BC, see Fig. 5)) this group of Isometrics

has the square as a fundamental region, and the quotient E /f can he obtained

from the square by identifying the pairs of opposite sides of the square.

In Fig.6 we try to show the abstract gluing of the sides of the octagon.

Fig.6a presents the gluing which corresponds to Identification of the sides

after the isometric transformations a and 6. The identification of sides HG

and FE shown in Fig.6b and identification of sides EF with EC afterwards

lead to a sphere with two handles.This surface cannot he isometrically embedded

in E . Indeed, trying to glue the sides of the octagon made of solid sheet

(i.e. the distance between the points are defined by E geometry) we immediately

notice that this is impossible. We ought to change the distance between internal

points of the octagon, i.e. the geometry, in order to glue the sides as indicated

in Fig. It.

So, Toy the construction described above we get the standard picture for

the closed orientable surface J? of genus 2 and by the construction -we have a

hyperbolic geometry on the suface.

To obtain the surface of genus n we ought to consider some special

identification of the sides of a regular lm-polygon.

From Fig,7a one can see that the sum of the interior angles of the

triangle on the v/? is less than TT and it decreases as the area of the triangle

grows. If we cut out a piece of the hyperbolic surface and then try to embed it

isometrically in E , we find that it is impossible without overlaps (Fig.7b).

If we will do the same for the sphere we find that we must cut the interior of

the circle along its radius as in Fig.7c.

Let us mention that if G does not act freely, then H /P still

inherits a natural metric, hut now there are singular points [12],

It is still known [11,12] that in dimension two there is a very close

relationship between geometry and topology. Each closed surface admits a metric

of constant curvature. There are three cases depending on the Euler number of

the surface.

There are only two closed surface with positive Euler number, namely the
2 2 2 2

2-sphere S and the real protective plane F . P inherits from S a

metric of constant positive curvature.

There are only two closed surfaces with zero Euler number, namely the torus

T and Klein bottle and they both admit a metric of constant and zero curvature.

- All the other closed surfaces have negative Euler number and admit metric of

constant negative curvature.

A few facts about n-manifolds (n ?3). The set of compact hyperbolic

n-roanifoldu (n ^ 3) with any given volume is f inite. The Mostow rigidity

theorem [19] says that any invariant of the geometry of a hyperbolic n-manifold

(n t 3) is actually an invariant of i t s homotopic type. This fact was interpreted

in [5,6] as the uniqueness of the vacuum solution.

An example of a compact hyperbolic 3-manifold is the hyperbolic

dodecahedral space [13]. To describe this manifold let us define the

Seifert-Weber dodecahedral manifold. The best way to understand this manifold

is to imagine in E a regular dodecahedron (which has 12 faces each of them

being a regular pentagon) and then imagine that i t s faces are glued abstractly

in the following way. Each face is glued to i t s opposite counterpart after

counterclockwise rotation by 3/5 T about the axis perpendicular to i t s surface

(Fig.8). Like the torus such a manifold has no boundary or edge at a l l . The

identification that gives rise to the Seifert-Weber space is that a l l 20 vertices

of the dodecahedron must meet at a point. The angle at each vertex must

therefore shrink until a l l 20 angles are small enough to fit together around

a single point. This shrinking of angles, keeping the regularity of the

dodecahedron is possible if we will consider the dodecahedron in Lobachevski

3-space. So, Seifert-Weber space can be given a locally hyperbolic geometry

if the dodecahedron that generates i t is a regular dodecahedron in hyperbolic

space H . »

Let us mention, that i t is possible to get the spherical 3-manifold

from another gluing of the sides of dodecahedron. This manifold is called the

Poincare manifold and i t can also be obtained if each pentagon is glued to

its counterpart after counterclockwise rotation by 1/5 ff. This abstract

gluing that leads to the Poincare manifold specifies that four vertices of the

dodecahedron must fit around a point. So, the angles must be increased, what

can be done if i t is considered in a space of positive curvature.

IV. MODELS

We now turn to the description of examples of theory admitting

compactification on hyperbolic manifolds.

1. Let us consider the coupling of d-dimensional gravity (d >, 8) and

Yang-Mills system with the Lagrangian

-8-



L

where

and where the metr ic g m has a s igna tu re (- + + + + . . . + ) , e = det | g m

In t h i s case we may obtain a solut ion of Eins te in equations of the form

S r (r > 2 ) , where Jr r~ (d-r-Jt >, 2) is a compact hyperbolicadS xj] x

manifold. To obtain this solution we set the gauge field in S space equal

to the spin connection, suitably embedded in the gauge group [21],

If we consider d = 8 and use monopole ansatz we get the solution

adS x j 7 2 x-62. The first Eetti number is equal to 2 n , where

n is the genus of the surface J] . So, one gets that d-dimensional vector field

generates bA.'/2) bQ(S
£) + XiAif)2) b.(S2) = 2n massless scalars in ^-dimensional

space—time.

In the case d ; 9 one can obtain the solution in the farm

adS x J] x S r
 jf :•, 2. If we take v'\ equal to the hyperbolic space of the

dodecahedron described in the previous section, then the first Betti number

b {Jj ) is equal to zero and one does not get l+-dimensional massless scalars.

2. Let us now show that hyperbolic manifold can also occur as a vacuum

solution of the eleven-dimensional supergravity. The bosonic equations of

motion have the form [2]

M

MPQL

This theory admits the compactification n ~ adS x S as well as
J.1 h 3 k

M = adU 3.J] x .1 , where the Freund-Ruliin ansatz with the following
non-zero components H abcd "nbcd

, , o. 'h.c.d = 8 ,9 ,10,11 has been

- 9 -

uaed. J] is a compact hyperbolic manifold. Standard Kaluza-Klein ansatz

provides the appearance of S0(5) gauge fields corresponding to the isometry

group of S . Compact hyperbolic manifolds according to Bochner's theorem

do not have Killing vector fields at a l l .

3. Let us consider gauged B=2, d=7 supergravity [22]. The bosonic sector of

this theory is described by the metric gff l |, field strengths F ^ ^ and ?^l and

scalar field a. The equations of motion have the form

zo '-} M>

±

r _

where V(o) = - \ <J2(S
2 + l6{?gh o5 - 61* h V 0 ) g is the gauge coupling

constant and h is the topolagical mass term parameter, we use the notations
of Refs.[22,23]. As i t was noticed in Ref.[23] demanding the vacuum solution
in the form of a product of a maximally symmetric space-time (labelled by
W,v = 0,1,2,3) with a three-dimensional internal space (labelled by a,b = 5,6,7)
and setting the gauge field in the 3-space equal to the spin connection one
gets the Einstein's equations

with negative constant C^ In Eef. [23] this is interpreted as the appearance

of non-compact Einstein internal spaces. However, the possibility exist? to

take for this model the vacuum solution to be in the form adS x J}3 where

fjl is a compact hyperbolic manifold.

-10-



To conclude this section, we would like to note that many Interesting

problems remain open. It is Important to consider the problem of stability of

the solution in the form adS x </! both on the classical level as well on

the quantum one. To investigate the classical stability It is essential to know

the spectrum of the Lichnerowicz operator and Hodge de Rham operator on

compact' hyperbolic manifolds (about the spectrum of the Hodge de Kham operator

on hyperbolic manifolds (see Refs.121*]). It is also interesting to study

the fermion sector for models admitting compactifioation on compact hyperbolic

manifolds. For this purpose one should know the spectrum of the Dirac operator

on hyperbolic manifolds.

V. NON-LINEAR o-MODELS ON HYPERBOLIC MANIFOLDS

Here we mention some arguments point ing out t h a t an e s s e n t i a l difference

between non- l inear o-models on compact hyperbolic manifolds and on manifolds of

non negat ive curvature may e x i s t . Non-linear cs-models on compact hyperbolic

manifolds a re t h e o r i e s of maps from space-time in to a compact Riemannian manifold

Jj a of constant negative curvature . lion-compact a-models a r i s e na tu r a l l y in

extended aupergravi ty theor i e s [26] and non-compact a-models on Lobachevski

space was considered in Ref . [2Tl . 1 As i t was argued in Kef . [27] , the non-compact

a-models are in f ra - red free and do not exhibi t the dynamical generat ion of a mass gap.

Let us consider 1-dimensional c-model. The Lagrangian has the form

where

In t h i s case the equation of motion i s ac tua l ly the equation for a geodesic

on the manifold
a

There i s a well known remarkable proper ty of the geodesic flow on compact

hyperbolic manifolds. Namely, the exponential i n s t a b i l i t y of the geodesic

leads to a s tochas t i c behaviour of the corresponding geodesical flow [25] .

I t would be i n t e r e s t i n g to study the two-dimensional non- l inear o-model

which i s Indeed the theory of free s t r i n g . Since the dynamics of one degree of

freedom l i v i n g on a hyperbolic manifold has no common fea ture with the dynamics

of a p a r t i c l e on f l a t space or on spher ica l manifold we be l i eve t h a t the s t r i n g

dynamics on compact hyperbolic manifolds might be extremely d i f fe ren t from the

one on f l a t space or on spher ica l space.

Let us note t h a t for two-dimensional non-compact 0(2,1) o-model

the r e ex is t the Lax l i n e a r r ep re sen t a t i on , ins tan tons and higher conserved

c u r r e n t s , which can be constructed in a s imi la r way as for 0(3) (J-model.

This i s t r u e l o c a l l y also for a-models on compact hyperbolic manifoia. But in

the l a s t case we l o s e the i n t e g r a b i l i t y and we deal with s t o c h a s t i e a l behaviour.

To perform the quant izat ion of the a-model based on t h e hyperbolic

manifold Hn/J", we must i nves t iga t e the funct ional i n t e g r a l

2
= - 4 > Q +where <*,*> = -t~ + *, + ... + * and the field $ is restricted to the

u 1 n

fundamental domain of the group r with the corresponding boundary conditions

(see Sec.III). The work in this direction is now in progress.

In conclusion we would like to note that it seems that the "beautiful

mathematical theory of hyperbolic manifolds may be very fruitful in the quantum

field theory.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. la. Two-dimensional surface with positive curvature.

Fig, lb. Two-dimensional surface with negative curvature.

Fig. l c . The not simply connected surface with saddle point at every point.

Fig. 2a. The gluing of the two opposite sides of the square.

Fig. 2b. The gluing of the two opposite circles of the cylinder.

Fig. 3. The upper half-plane R+.
p

Fig, U. The regular octagon in H .

Fig. 5. The torus.

Fig, 6a. The gluing which corresponds to indentification of the side AB with

side CD and HA with OF.

Fiji. 6b. The gluing of the sides HG and FE.

p
Fig. 7a. The triangles on the J) .

2
Fig. 7b. The piece of the hyperbolic surface J? which -we try to embed

isometrically in E .

Fig. 7c. The piece of the sphere which we try to embed isoraetrically in E .

Fig, 8. The Seifert-Weber dodecahedral manifold. Identically marked sides

of the dodecahedral are identified.
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Fig. 1 c

Fig. 2 b
Fig. 2 a
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Fig. 7 c
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